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Introduction
KWP knows that your home is much more than a structure, it is a reflection of your 
personality. The exterior of your home sets the tone of your house style.  
KWP curates their colors and profiles to fit any project, from traditional to modern.  

Going a step further, KWP is also committed to protecting, sustaining, and  
enhancing the human and natural resources that will be needed in the future.

KWP, nature at its best!

Interactive
1. Eco-side Torrefied Brown  Rustic  2. KWP Trim White 

3. Trims Black   4. Stucco Accent White

Click BLACK text to learn
more on the Product

Click GRAY text to learn
more on the Color 



1. Siding: Eco-side Rustic Collection Torrefied Brown Rustic   2. Trim: Kaycan Aluminum Black
3. Accent: Stucco   4. Accent: Stone

A stunning color palette incorporating a variety of shades and exterior finishes creating 
the perfect balance.

Sophisticated Zen

https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/eco-side-rustic-collection/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/torrefied-brown-rustic/
https://www.kaycan.com/product/aluminum-trims-accessories-fascias-coil/


1. Siding: Eco-side Bold Collection Pearl Gray   2. Window Trims and Door Black 
3. Trim: KWP Engineered Wood White   4. Roof: Gray

This contemporary color palette features the new neutrals : gray. These shades will  
instantly elevate the look of any project.

Cool Neutrals

https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/eco-side-bold/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/pearl-gray/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/trim-board/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/trim-board/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/polar-white/


1. Siding: Eco-side Rustic Collection Torrefied Brown Rustic  2. Vinyl Siding: Kaycan Timberlake Stonecrest 
3. Trim: Kaycan Aluminum Black   4. Accent Stucco: White

A wonderful way to add warmth to a strikingly modern design. Pairing engineered wood 
siding in a rustic shade with contrasting elements, creates visual interest. 

Modern Warmth 

https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/eco-side-rustic-collection/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/torrefied-brown-rustic/
https://www.kaycan.com/product/timberlaketm/
https://www.kaycan.com/product/aluminum-trims-accessories-fascias-coil/


1. Siding: Eco-side Rustic Collection Cedar Rustic   2. Siding: Eco-side Rustic Collection Sierra Rustic
3. Trim: Black  4. Accent: Stone

These rich, warm shades mixed with these cool tones enhances the home’s  
modern design. Contrasting materials further elevates its curb appeal. 

Bold Statement

https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/eco-side-rustic-collection/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/cedar-rustic/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/eco-side-rustic-collection/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/sierra-rustic/
http://www.kaycan.com/product/vinyl-trims/


This simple color palette is the perfect canvas to showcase this  
project’s distinctive style.

Muted Beauty

1. Siding: Eco-side Bold Collection Coffee   2. Trim: KWP Engineered Wood Commercial Brown
3. Trims: Kaycan Aluminum Black  4. Doors & Accessories: White

https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/eco-side-bold/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/coffee/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/trim-board/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/trim-board/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/commercial-brown/
http://www.kaycan.com/product/vinyl-trims/
https://www.kaycan.com/product/aluminum-trims-accessories-fascias-coil/


1. Siding: Eco-side Bold Collection Khaki   2. Trim: Kaycan Aluminum Black   
3. Roofing: Charcoal  4. Accent: Stone

A stylish neutral palette, this color combination will  
never go out of style. 

Timeless Classic

https://www.kwpproducts.com/product/eco-side-bold/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/khaki/
https://www.kaycan.com/product/aluminum-trims-accessories-fascias-coil/


In Living COLOR Color Trends 2018

Visit our color inspiration pages
When it comes to choosing a color for your home’s exterior, you’re not so concerned with whether 
it’s in the cool or warm family of shades—you just know you’ll know it when you see it. Here, we’ve 

rounded up all our colors so you can see at a glance which is the clear choice for your home.

Want to know what 2018 has in store color wise? Take a look at our trending colors that are  predicted to be our top sellers, and will enhance homes across 
the country. It’s easy to see why these eye-catching hues are setting trends. Click on color titles to see our favourite combinations.

OLIVE: A richly saturated organic color, Olive brings forth the green shades we imagine in the Mediterranean olive groves. A shade that will blend with its surround-

ings, this color is confident without being loud. Mixing this color with different textures such as stone will further enhance its natural beauty.  

Combining it with earth tones will also showcase the rich earthiness this color has to offer.

GRANITE: A brooding cool color, Granite bridges the shades of blue and gray to create this uniquely stylish color. Capturing modern sophistication, this shade in-

stantly makes any home on trend. This color pairs well against an array of shades and textures. From calm cottage life to a modern industrial look, this color will suit 

all. Combine it with light trims to create a striking effect and bring forth its blueness. For added drama, darker trims will play up the gray tones in the color.

CACTUS: A deep full-bodied color, Cactus is a unique shade. Combining a dark green with smoky-gray gives this shade depth and dimension. Surround your home 

in this contemporary color to make it stand out from the rest of the neighborhood. Choosing contrasting trims and accents with create visual interest and illuminate 

the main color. Showcase your distinctive style with this breathtaking shade.

GRAY RUSTIC: A beautiful harmonious color, Gray Rustic combines a cool gray with warm undertones to create a soon to be classic shade. This refined color can suit  

traditional as well as contemporary designs. A color chameleon of sorts! Play up this muted gray with lighter color trims for an illuminating affect.  

Or combine it with darker trims and accents to deepen the gray tone.

TORREFIED BROWN RUSTIC: Inspired by freshly roasted coffee beans, Torrefied Brown Rustic exudes warmth. This rich, deep color with its dark undertones will embrace 

your home’s style. Stylish and cozy all at once! Intermixing this color with different elements will create visual interest as well as bring to light its various tones.  

To further enhance this color’s depth pair it with black, a truly striking combination.

CEDAR RUSTIC: A beautifully cozy shade, Cedar Rustic combines the warmth of a caramel latte with dark strokes of cocoa. A color that you can almost smell! This 

comforting shade will perfectly suit any home. Create striking combinations by pairing it with darker shades bringing forth its rich woodgrain.

WALNUT RUSTIC: A striking cool mid-tone brown, Walnut Rustic evokes a quiet elegance. As its name suggests, this color showcases the various hues found in the 

walnut. Naturally chic! A timeless color that can be paired with darker trims and accents to fully enhance its pronounced shade range.

CLICK HERE TO GET INSPIRED

www.kwpproducts.com

https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/olive/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/granite/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/cactus/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/gray-rustic/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/torrefied-brown-rustic/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/cedar-rustic/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/walnut-rustic/
https://www.kwpproducts.com/all-colors/


Click Here to 
Start Designing

www.kwpproducts.com

http://kwp.renoworks.com
http://kwp.renoworks.com

